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SONOROUS: A Listening Retreat  
By Janice MacLean 
Maritime Conference Minister for Christian 
Nurture & Enrichment 
 
 
Recall all the sounds you have heard during this 
Annual Meeting.  
 
Have there been many words? Perhaps spoken 
with different tones?  
 

Have you had tender conversations? Some laced with joy and perhaps others tangled with pain 
or heartache.  
 
Did you wake to birdsong or hear trees whisper on an early morning walk? 
 
 
Here is a word I like: Sonorous 
 
Capable of producing a deep or ringing sound : the alloy is sonorous and useful in making bells; 
resounding. ORIGIN early 17th cent.: from Latin sonorus (from sonor ‘sound’ ) + -ous . 
 
Sonorous.  I like the meaning – “yielding sound” or “capable of producing a deep or ringing 
sound.”  I like the example: “the alloy is sonorous and useful in making bells.”   This word came 
into usage in 1611 and originated from Latin.   
 
The pronunciation of this word has shifted over time.  The “old” pronunciation puts the 
emphasis on the second syllable as in suh-nawr-uhs while 84% of a recent Usage Panel 
pronounced it son-er-uhs. (According to the American English Dictionary) 
 
Now that’s fascinating. More fascinating is my instant decision to recover the older 
pronunciation.  Maybe the sound of ancient abbey bells inspired by the definition set me up. Or 
perhaps there is something suh-nawr-uhs in me bending to an ancient resonance.  
 
This retreat comes with an invitation to listen with gratitude to sounds around us and to make 
space to listen to the deep and ancient resonance that is of God. 
 
Question for Reflection or Journaling 
Think about all the sounds you have heard in the past few days. How is God speaking in the 
space between the words? What invitation is present for you today in the unfolding of those 
sounds?  
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Begin with a Breath Prayer 
A way of prayer coming from the Desert Tradition (3rd century) inviting us to be present by 
paying attention to our breath. 

This breath prayer comes from an image used by W. A. Mathieu. 

Breathing in: Make an altar . . . 

Breathing out: of my ears. 

Continue as long as you like and be held in the rhythm of your breath. 

Making a Sound Map 
Go outside and find a place where you can listen. Begin by marking an X in the center of a piece 
of paper. The paper is a map, and the X shows where you are sitting. When you hear a sound, 
make a mark on the card that aptly describes the sound. The mark's location should indicate as 
accurately as possible the direction and distance of the sound. The marks should be 
interpretive, not literal; you don't have to draw pictures of plants and animals, just a few lines 
indicating wind, or a musical note indicating a songbird. In other words, you should spend little 
time drawing and most of the time listening. Keep your eyes closed while you listen. At the end 
of 10-15 minutes, spend some time in a prayer of gratitude for the gifts of the sounds that 
came to you. (Adapted from the Sharing Nature Foundation) 
 
Resounding Prayer 

Said one traveler to another: 
"I have come a great distance to listen to the words of the Teacher, but I find his words quite 
ordinary." 
"Don't listen to his words. Listen to his message." 
"How does one do that?" 
"Take hold of a sentence that he says. Shake it well till all the words drop off. What is left will 
set your heart on fire."           - Anthony deMello 

 

Read John 14:15-21 (click to go to the bible text.) As you read, listen with your whole heart until 
the words drop off. What sonorous word is God speaking in the deep places of your being?  
 
Other Interesting Sites to Prayerfully Explore 
Sound Map – listen to sounds from all over the world. http://www.naturesoundmap.com/ 
 
A poem by Mary Oliver called “Mindful.”  What have you heard lately that ’kills you with 
delight?” http://www.poetry-chaikhana.com/blog/2012/08/31/mary-oliver-mindful/ 
 
A movie clip from the Spiritual Literacy series on “Listening for God on a Sleepless Night.”  
http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/streams/asx/listeningH.asx 
 
Note: We have all six volumes of the Spiritual Literacy series in AVEL, See 
http://marconf.ca/?resources=spiritual-literacy-volume-2-efgh&goToperson=View+Resource 
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